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Abstract. A mathematical model for an elastoplastic continuum subject to large strains is pre-
sented. The inelastic response is modeled within the frame of rate-dependent gradient plasticity
for nonsimple materials. Heat diffuses through the continuum by the Fourier law in the actual de-
formed configuration. Inertia makes the nonlinear problem hyperbolic. The modelling assumption
of small elastic Green-Lagrange strains is combined in a thermodynamically consistent way with
the possibly large displacements and large plastic strain. The model is amenable to a rigorous
mathematical analysis. The existence of suitably defined weak solutions and a convergence result
for Galerkin approximations is proved.
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1 Introduction
Thermoelastodynamic problems in combination with inelastic effects are ubiquitous in ap-
plications and have triggered an intense research activity cutting across material science,
engineering, and mathematics [18, 25, 44]. A number of rigorous mathematical results are
available in case of small strains, whereas the literature for finite-strain problems is relatively
less developed. Still, large strains arise naturally in a variety of different thermomechanical
contexts including, for instance, plastic deformations, rolling, and impacts, and in a number
of different materials, from metals to polymers.
The focus of this note is to contribute a finite-strain thermomechanical model for an
inelastic continuum. The evolution of the medium will be described by its deformation y from
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the reference configuration, its plastic strain P , and its absolute temperature θ. We consider
a fully dynamic problem and address viscoelastic rheologies of Maxwell type, including creep
[37,42] or (visco)plasticity [30]. These are both permanent deformation dynamics. Plasticity
is an activated effect, for its onset corresponds to the reaching of a given yield stress. On the
contrary, one usually speaks of creep in case material relazation is always active upon loading,
without any yield threshold [2]. In this paper, creep is modeled by the Maxwell viscoelastic
rheology; note however that different rheologies are sometimes associated in the literature
with creep as well. Within the classical frame of Generalized Standard Materials [12,16], the
model results from the combination of energy and momentum conservation with the plastic
flow rule and will be checked to be thermodynamically consistent.
Our crucial modeling tenet is that the large deformations are stored by the plastic strain
P , whereas the elastic part of the total deformation strain remains close to the identity. This
assumptions is often not restrictive, as elastoplastic materials often sustain relatively small
elastic deformations before plasticizing. This is for instance the case of ordinary metals,
which usually plasticize around a few strain percents, as well as of geophysical applications,
where soils and rocks sustain small elastic deformations before sliding and cracking [22]. On
the other hand, such smallness assumption allows for a satisfactory mathematical treatment
in terms existence and approximability of solutions.
Note that we explicitly include in the model nonlocal effects in terms of higher order
gradients of ∇y and P . This sets our model within the frame of 2nd-grade nonsimple [46]
and gradient plastic materials [36]. We allow for no hardening in the shear deformation,
which is a typical attribute in particular of creep, i.e. the viscoelastic rheology of Maxwell
type.
The elastoplastic evolution of the medium is combined with heat production and thus
heat transfer. A weak thermal coupling through the temperature-dependence of the dissipa-
tion potential is considered. This models the possible temperature dependence of the plastic
yield stress or the viscous moduli responsible for creep. An important feature of the model
is that heat convection governed by the Fourier law occurs in the actual deformed configura-
tion. This is in most applications much more physical than considering heat conduction in
the material reference configuration, especially at large strains. Here again the smallness as-
sumption on the elastic strain plays a crucial role in avoiding analytical technicalities related
with the control of the inverse of deformation gradient, cf. (2.8) vs. (2.10) below.
Existence results in finite-strain elastoplasticity are at the moment restricted to the
isothermal case. In the incremental setting, the early result in [27] has been extended
in [29] by including a term in curlP in the energy, see also [45] for the case of compatible
plastic deformations. In the quasistatic case, the existence of energetic solutions [32] has
been proved in [23] in the frame of gradient plasticity, see also [15, 26, 28]. A discussion
on a possible finite-element approximation is in [33] and rigorous linearization results are
in [13, 34]. Viscoplasticity is addressed in [30] instead.
The novelty of this paper is that of dealing with the nonisothermal and dynamic case. To
the best of our knowledge, the analysis of both these features is unprecedented in the frame
of finite elastoplasticity. Our main result, Theorem 3.2, states the existence of suitably weak
solutions. This relies on the smallness assumption on the elastic strain, which in turn allows
us to tame the nonlinear nature of the coupling of thermal and mechanical effects. The
existence proof is based on a regularization and Galerkin approximation procedure, which
could serve as basis for numerical investigation.
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The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the model. In particular, we
specify the form of the total energy and of the dissipation. This brings to the formulation of
an evolution system of partial differential equations and inclusions. The thermodynamical
consistency of the model and various possible modifications are also discussed. Section 3
presents a variational notion of solution as well as the main analytical statement. The
existence proof is then detailed in Section 4.
2 The model and its thermodynamics
We devote this section to presenting our model for elastoplastic continua with heat transfer.
This is formulated in Lagrangian coordinates with Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2 or 3) being a bounded
smooth reference (fixed) configuration. The variables of the model are
y : Ω→ Rd deformation,
P : Ω→ GL+(d) := {P ∈ Rd×d; detP > 0} plastic part of the inelastic strain,
θ : Ω→ (0,∞) absolute temperature.
The model will result by combining momentum and energy conservation with the dy-
namics of internal variables. In order to specify the latter and provide constitutive relations,
we introduce a free energy and a dissipation (pseudo)potential in the following subsections.
We consider the standard multiplicative decomposition [19, 21]
F = FelP with F = ∇y. (2.1)
Our basic modelling assumption is that the elastic part of the strain is small in the sense
that the elastic Green-Lagrange strain Eel :=
1
2
(F⊤el Fel − I) is small is small as well. Here,
the superscript ⊤ stands for transposition and I is the identity matrix. Note that Eel is
sometimes called Green-St. Venant strain as well. In fact, the smallness of Eel is equivalent to
F⊤F ∼ P⊤P and is weaker than F ∼ P , since it allows large elastic rotations, a circumstance
which may be relevant in many applications. Such a smallness assumption is well-fitted to
the case of metals or rocks, where comparably small elastic strains already activate the
plastification, or to polymers or soils undergoing considerable deformation through creep.
Moreover, the smallness assumption allows us to simplify the mathematical treatment of the
model.
Most notably, the elastic energy density ψ
E
(Fel) of the medium can be assumed to have
a controlled polynomial growth, see (3.1a) below. In addition, we assume ψ
E
to be frame-
indifferent, namely
∀Q ∈ SO(d) : ψ
E
(QFel) = ψE(Fel). (2.2)
Here, we used the notation SO(d) for the matrix special-orthogonal group SO(d) := {Q ∈
GL+(d); QQ⊤ = Q⊤Q = I}. Equivalently, ψ
E
(Fel) can be expressed as a function of the
elastic Cauchy-Green tensor F⊤el Fel only.
The multiplicative decomposition (2.1) allows us to express the free energy in terms of
the total strain tensor ∇y and the plastic strain P via the substitution Fel = FP−1. In most
materials, processes such as plastification or creep lead dominantly to shear deformation but
not to volumetric variation. As such, the isochoric constraint detP ∼ 1 is often considered.
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This is taken into account by this model, where values of detP to be close to 1 are energet-
ically favored by a specific hardening-like term, cf. Remark 2.6 below. Such hardening term
(denoted by ψ
H
in (2.3) below) may control the full plastic strain P , which would correspond
to the case of coventional kinematic hardening in the shear plastic strain (which is a relevant
model typically in metals). In any case, the stored energy will control detP to be positive,
which is important to guarantee the (uniform) invertibility of P needed in the mentioned
expression Fel = FP
−1.
The mechanical stored energy Ψ
M
will have elastic and hardening parts ψ
E
and ψ
H
and
will be augmented by gradient terms and a thermal contribution ψ
T
(considered for simplicity
to depend solely on temperature, i.e., in particular thermal expansion is here neglected), cf.
Remark 2.5 for some extension. By integrating on the reference configuration Ω, the free
energy of the body is expressed by
Ψ(∇y, P, θ) = Ψ
M
(∇y, P ) + Ψ
T
(θ) with Ψ
T
(θ) =
∫
Ω
ψ
T
(θ) dx
and Ψ
M
(∇y, P ) =
∫
Ω
ψ
E
(∇y P−1) + ψ
H
(P ) +
1
2
κ0
∣∣∇2y∣∣2 + 1
q
κ1|∇P |q dx. (2.3)
In particular, the κ0-term qualifies the material as 2nd-grade nonsimple, also calledmultipolar
or complex, see the seminal [46] and [11, 35, 38, 39, 43, 47]. On the other hand, the κ1-term
describes nonlocal plastic effects and is inspired to the by-now classical gradient plasticity
theory [9,10,36]. In particular, its occurrence turns out to be crucial in order to prevent the
formation of plastic microstructures and ultimately ensures the necessary compactness for the
analysis. Note that in the finite-plasticity context, the introduction of suitable regularizing
terms on the plastic variables seems at the moment unavoidable [15, 23, 29]. The exponent
q in the κ1-term is given and fixed to be larger than d, which eases some points of the
analysis. Note however that the choice κ1(∇P )|∇P |2 for some κ1(∇P ) ∼ 1+ |∇P |q−2 could
be considered as well.
The frame-indifference of the mechanical stored energy (2.2) translates in terms of Ψ as
∀Q ∈ SO(d) : Ψ(Q∇y, P, θ) = Ψ(∇y, P, θ).
In particular let us note that the gradient terms are frame-indifferent as well.
The partial functional derivatives of Ψ give origin to corresponding driving forces. We
use the symbol “ ∂w ” to indicate both partial differentiation with respect to the variable w of
a smooth functional or subdifferentiation of a convex functional. In case of a single-argument
smooth functional, we write shortly (·)′.
The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress Σel, here augmented by a contribution arising from the
gradient κ0-term, is defined as
Σel = ∂∇yΨ = ψ
′
E
(∇yP−1)P−⊤ − κ0div∇2y. (2.4a)
Furthermore, the driving stress for the plastification, again involving a contribution arising
from the gradient κ1-term, reads
Σin = ∂PΨ = ∇y⊤ψ′E(∇yP−1):(P−1)′ + ψ′H(P )− div(κ1|∇P |q−2∇P ). (2.4b)
Here and in what follows, we use the (standard) notation “ · ” and “ : ” and “ ... ” for the
contraction product of vectors, 2nd-order, and 3rd tensors, respectively. The term (P−1)′ is
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a 4th-order tensor, namely
(P−1)′ =
(Cof ′P⊤
detP
− CofP
⊤ ⊗ CofP
(detP )2
)
where CofP = (detP )P−⊤ is the classical cofactor matrix. The product∇y⊤ψ′
E
(∇yP−1):(P−1)′
turns out to be a 2nd-order tensor, as expected. Both variations of Ψ above are taken with
respect to the corresponding L2 topologies.
Eventually, the entropy η, the heat capacity cv, and the thermal part ϑ of the internal
energy are classically recovered as
η = −ψ′θ = −ψ′T(θ), cv = −θψ′′θθ = −θψ′′T(θ), and ϑ = ψT(θ)− θψ′T(θ). (2.5)
Note in particular that
.
ϑ = ψ′
T
(θ)
.
θ−
.
θψ′
T
(θ)−θψ′′
T
(θ)
.
θ = cv(θ)
.
θ. The entropy equation reads
θ
.
η + div j = dissipation rate. (2.6)
We assume the heat flux j to be governed by the Fourier law j = −K ∇θ where is K the
effective heat-transport tensor, see (2.10) below. Substituting η from (2.5) into (2.6), we
obtain the heat-transfer equation
cv(θ)
.
θ − div(K ∇θ) = dissipation rate.
Note that, cv depends on the temperature only through ψT .
The model consists of the following system of semilinear equations
̺
..
y = divΣel + g(y), (momentum equilibrium) (2.7a)
∂RR
(
θ;
.
PP−1
)
+ ΣinP
⊤ ∋ 0, (flow rule for the inelastic strain)
(2.7b)
cv(θ)
.
θ = div
(
K (P, θ)∇θ)+ ∂RR(θ; .PP−1):( .PP−1) (heat-transfer equation) (2.7c)
where R = R
(
θ;R) is the (possibly nonsmooth) (pseudo)potential related to dissipative
forces of viscoplastic origin, R is the placeholder for the plastification rate
.
PP−1, and ∂RR
stands for the subdifferential of the function R(θ; ·), which is assumed to be convex. The
right-hand side of (2.7a) features the pull-back g◦y of the actual gravity force g : Rd → Rd.
This is the most simple example of a nondead load, i.e., a load given in terms of the actual
deformed configuration of the body.
The effective heat-transfer tensor K is to be related with the symmetric heat-conductivity
tensor K = K(θ) which is a given material property, see (3.1c) below. The need for such
effective quantities stems from the fact that driving forces are to be considered Eulerian in
nature, so that a pull-back to the reference configuration is imperative. We use the adjective
effective to indicate quantities that are defined on the reference configuration but act on the
actual one. A first choice in this direction is
K (F, θ) = (detF )F−1K(θ)F−⊤= (CofF⊤)K(θ)F−⊤=
(CofF⊤)K(θ)CofF
detF
. (2.8)
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This is just the usual pull-back transformation of 2nd-order covariant tensors. In the isotropic
caseK(θ) = k(θ)I, relation (2.8) can also be written by using the right Cauchy-Green tensor
C as
K (C, θ) = detC1/2k(θ)C−1 with C = F⊤F, (2.9)
cf. [7, Formula (67)] or [14, Formula (3.19)] for mass transport instead of heat. In fact, the
effective transport-coefficient tensor is a function of C in general anisotropic cases as well,
cf. [20, Sect. 9.1]. In view of this, we now use our smallness assumption Eel ∼ 0, which yields
only F⊤F ∼ P⊤P , in order to infer that we can, in fact, substitute F with P into (2.8) as
a good modelling ansatz, even though there need not be P ∼ F . Thus, the relation (2.8)
turns into
K (P, θ) =
(CofP⊤)K(θ)CofP
detP
. (2.10)
This expression bears the advantage of being independent of (∇y)−1, which turns out useful
in relation with estimation and passage to the limit arguments, cf. [20, 41].
The plastic flow rule (2.7b) complies with the so-called plastic-indifference requirement.
Indeed, the evolution is insensible to prior plastic deformations, for the stored energy
ψ̂
M
= ψ̂
M
(F, P ) := ψ
E
(Fel) with Fel = FP
−1
and the dissipation potential
R̂ = R̂(P, θ;
.
P ) = R(θ;
.
PP−1)
complies with the following invariant properties
ψ̂
M
(FQ, PQ) = ψ̂
M
(F, P ), ψ
H
(PQ) = ψ
H
(P ), and R̂(PQ, θ;
.
PQ) = R̂(P, θ;
.
P ) (2.11)
for any Q ∈ SO(d), as discussed by Mandel [24] and later in [26, 30]. In particular, we can
equivalently test the flow rule (2.7b) by
.
PP−1 or rewrite it as
∂RR
(
θ;
.
PP−1
)
P−⊤ + Σin = ∂ .P R̂
(
P, θ;
.
P
)
+ Σin ∋ 0 (2.12)
and test it on by
.
P obtaining (at least formally) that
∂RR
(
θ;
.
PP−1
)
:
.
PP−1 = −ΣinP⊤:
.
PP−1 = −ΣinP⊤P−⊤:
.
P = −Σin:
.
P, (2.13)
where we used also the algebra AB:C = A:CB⊤.
System (2.7) has to be complemented by suitable boundary and initial conditions. As
for the former we prescribe
Σelν − divS
(
κ0∇2y
)
+Ny = Ny♭(t), κ0∇2y:(ν ⊗ ν) = 0, (2.14a)
P = I, and K (P, θ)∇θ·ν +Kθ = Kθ♭(t) on ∂Ω. (2.14b)
Relations (2.14a) correspond to a Robin-type mechanical condition. In particular, ν is the
external normal at ∂Ω, div
S
denotes the surface divergence defined as a trace of the surface
gradient (which is a projection of the gradient on the tangent space through the projector
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I − ν ⊗ ν), and N is the elastic modulus of idealized boundary springs. In particular, y♭
is the (possibly time-dependent) position of the elastic support. Similarly we prescribe in
(2.14b) Robin-type boundary condition for temperature, where K is the boundary heat-
transfer coefficient and θ♭ is the external temperature. We assume P to be the identity at
∂Ω, meaning that plasticization occurs in the bulk only. This is chosen here for the sake
of simplicity and could be weakened by imposing P = I on a portion of ∂Ω or even by a
Neumann condition, this last requiring however a more delicate estimation argument, see
Remark 4.5. Eventually, initial conditions read
y(0) = y0,
.
y(0) = v0, P (0) = P0, θ(0) = θ0. (2.15)
The full model (2.7) with (2.14)-(2.15) is thermodynamically consistent. This can be
checked by testing relations (2.7a) and (2.7b) by
.
y and
.
PP−1, respectively. By adding up
these contributions and using (2.13) we obtain the mechanical energy balance
d
dt
(∫
Ω
̺
2
|.y|2 dx+Ψ
M
(∇y, P ) +
∫
Γ
1
2
N |y|2 dS
)
+
∫
Ω
∂RR
(
θ;
.
PP−1):(
.
PP−1) dx
=
∫
Ω
g(y)·.y dx+
∫
Γ
Ny♭·.y dS. (2.16)
Note that this computation is formal and that such mechanical energy balance can be rig-
orously justified in case of smooth solutions only, which may not exists as y lacks time
regularity due to the possible occurrence of shock-waves in the nonlinear hyperbolic system
(2.7a). Also the power of the external mechanical load in (2.16), i.e. y♭· .y, is not well defined
if ∇ .y is not controlled. This term will be hence treated by by-part integration in time later
on, see (4.11).
By adding to (2.16) the space integral of the heat equation (2.7c) we obtain the total
energy balance
d
dt
( ∫
Ω
̺
2
|.y|2 + ϑ dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
kinetic and heat
energies in the bulk
+ Ψ
M
(∇y, P )︸ ︷︷ ︸
mechanical energy
in the bulk
+
∫
Γ
1
2
N |y|2dS︸ ︷︷ ︸
mechanical energy
on the boundary
)
=
∫
Ω
g(y) · .y dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
power of
bulk load
+
∫
Γ
Ny♭ · .y dS︸ ︷︷ ︸
power of surface
load on Γ
+
∫
Γ
K(θ−θ♭) dS︸ ︷︷ ︸
heat flux
thru Γ
. (2.17)
From (2.6) with the heat flux j = −K ∇θ and with the dissipation rate ( which here
equals the heat production rate) r := ∂RR
(
θ;
.
PP−1):(
.
PP−1), one can read the entropy
imbalance
d
dt
∫
Ω
η dx =
∫
Ω
r + div(K ∇θ)
θ
dx =
∫
Ω
r
θ
−K ∇θ·∇1
θ
dx+
∫
Γ
K ∇θ
θ
·ν dS (2.18)
=
∫
Ω
r
θ
+
K ∇θ·∇θ
θ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
entropy production
rate in the bulk Ω
dx +
∫
Γ
K(θ♭−θ)
θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
entropy flux through
the boundary Γ
dS ≥
∫
Γ
K
(θ♭
θ
− 1
)
θ dS,
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provided θ > 0 and K is positive semidefinite. In particular, if the system is thermally
isolated, i.e. K = 0, (2.18) states that the overall entropy is nondecreasing in time. This
shows consistency with the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics.
Eventually, the 3rd Law of Thermodynamics (i.e. non-negativity of temperature), holds
as soon as the initial/boundary conditions are suitably qualified so that r ≥ 0. In fact, we
do not consider any adiabatic-type effects, which might cause cooling.
We conclude the presentation of the model with a number of remarks and comments on
our modeling choices and possible extensions.
Remark 2.1 (Kelvin-Voigt viscosity). Viscous mechanical dynamics, i.e., Kelvin-Voigt-type
viscosity, could be considered as well. This gives rise to a viscous contribution σvi(F,
.
F )
to the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress of the form FS(U,
.
U) where S a symmetric tensor
and U2 = F⊤F , i.e. F = QU with Q ∈ SO(d), cf. [1]. Equivalently, one can express
such viscous contribution as σvi(F,
.
F ) = FSˆ(C,
.
C) for some given function Sˆ. For σvi to
have a potential, namely σvi(F,
.
F ) = ∂ .
F
ζ(F,
.
F ), frame indifference imposes that ζ(F,
.
F ) =
ζ(QF,Q(F+A
.
F )) for all Q ∈ SO(d) and all A ∈ Rd×d antisymmetric. This in turn forces
σvi to be strongly nonlinear. In case of nonsimple materials, such nonlinear viscosity is
mathematically tractable, although its analysis is very delicate [31]. In combination with
the Maxwellian rheology (=creep), this combination is sometimes referred as the Jeffreys
rheology.
Remark 2.2 (Scaling of the plastic gradient). Let us now inspect the relation between the
parameter κ1 and the length scale of plasticity in the material. To this aim, we consider
d = 2 and resort to a stratified situation where F and P are constant the x1 direction. We
consider a shear band of width 2ℓ along the plane x1 = 0. By letting Ω be a rectangle of unit
size, q = 2, and κ0 = 0 for simplicity, and letting Fel = I and thus ∇y = F = P , the simplest
profile of P compatible with (2.3) is continuous and piecewise affine in the x2-coordinate.
Assume a time-dependent shear (caused by boundary conditions) with a constant velocity
in the x2-direction, namely
y(x) =
(
y1(x1, x2)
y2(x1, x2)
)
with y1(x1, x2) =

x1 + t if x2 > ℓ,
x1 + 2t− 2tx2
ℓ
+ t
x22
ℓ2
if 0 ≤ x2 ≤ ℓ,
x1 − 2t− 2tx2
ℓ
− tx
2
2
ℓ2
if 0 ≥ x2 ≥ −ℓ,
x1 − t if x2 < −ℓ,
and y2(x1, x2) = x2.
The corresponding plastic strain reads
P = F = ∇y =
(
1 ∂y1/∂x2
0 1
)
with
∂y1
∂x2
=

2t
x2−ℓ
ℓ2
if 0 ≤ x2 ≤ ℓ,
0 if |x2| > ℓ,
−2tx2+ℓ
ℓ2
if 0 ≥ x2 ≥ −ℓ.
(2.19)
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Therefore, in view of (2.19) the plastic-strain gradient ∇P has only one nonvanishing entry,
namely ∣∣∣∣∂P12∂x2
∣∣∣∣ ∼
{
0 if |x2| > ℓ,
2t/ℓ2 if |x2| ≤ ℓ.
Correspondingly, a bounded energy contribution from the term κ1|∇P |2 reveals the scaling
ℓ ∼ κ1/31 t2/3
In particular, the occurrence of the plastic-strain gradient in the model has a hardening
effect, for the slip zone widens as t2/3 by accommodating large plastic slips. One could
control such core size by letting κ1 decay in time (which would be rather disputable), or
resorting to computing the plastic-strain gradient in the actual configuration. Alternatively,
one may consider including the plastic-strain gradient term into the dissipation potential
rather than into the free energy. All these options seem to give rise to new nonlinearities
in (2.7) which seriously complicate the analysis. We hence prefer to stay with the case of a
constant and very small κ1 (and thus a very narrow slip zone), so that the validity of this
simplified model can be guaranteed on the relevant time scales.
Remark 2.3 (Alternatives in gradient terms). The gradient terms in the free energy (2.3) are
all Lagrangian in nature. This choice is here dictated by the sake of mathematical simplicity.
On the other hand, for ∇y and P one could resort to computing gradients with respect to
the actual configurations. These choices however give rise to additional nonlinearities which
seem to prevent the possibility of developing a complete existence theory. It would be also
physically relevant to consider the elastic strain gradient ∇Fel instead of the total strain
gradient ∇F = ∇2y in the free energy (2.3). This would lead to replacing −κ0 div∇2y by
−div∇(∇yCofP⊤) in (2.4a), but it would also give rise to extra contributions to (2.4b,d).
Ultimately, these terms bring to additional mathematical difficulties which seem presently
out of reach.
Remark 2.4 (Self-interpenetration). In large-strain theories, self-interpenetration of matter
is usually excluded by constraining possible deformations. A possibility in this direction is
to resort to the classical Ciarlet-Necˇas condition [5] which reads∫
Ω
det(∇y(x)) dx ≤ |y(Ω)|.
In general terms, encompassing such condition seems however to be out of reach, as it is
usually the case for dynamic inelasticity with constraints.
Remark 2.5 (More general thermal coupling). A general coupling between F and θ seems
to call for viscosity in F , which is here not considered. On the other hand, one can consider
making ψ
T
in (2.3) dependent on P as well, i.e. ψ
T
= ψ
T
(P, θ). The heat capacity would
then depend also on P , i.e. cv(P, θ) = −θ∂θθψT(P, θ) and the heat-transfer equation (2.7c)
would be augmented by an adiabatic term, leading to
cv(P, θ)
.
θ = div
(
K (P, θ)∇θ)+ ∂RR(θ; .PP−1):( .PP−1) + (∂PψT(P, θ)− ∂PψT(P, 0)) .P.
Due to the last term, the analysis is then substantially more complicated and rests on a a
suitable modification of Lemma 4.3 below, cf. also [20, 32, 40] for this technique.
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Remark 2.6 (Isochoric plasticity/creep). Isochoric plasticity or creep would correspond to
the nonaffine holonomic constraint detP = 1. The flow rule (2.12) would involve a reaction
force to this constraint, resulting into
∂RR
(
θ;
.
PP−1
)
P−⊤ + Σin ∋ ΛCofP and detP = 1,
where Λ is a Rd×d-valued Lagrange multiplier, note that we used also the formula CofP =
(detP )′. The mathematical analysis of such system seems open. A relevant model, which
would be approximately isochoric for small δ > 0, can be tackled by the analysis presented
in the following Sections 3–4 when considering the hardening term of the type
ψ
H
(P ) :=

δ
max(1, detP )r
+
(detP − 1)2
2δ
if detP > 0,
+∞ if detP ≥ 0 ;
note that the minimum of this potential is attained just at the set SL(d) of the isochoric
plastic strains, and that it complies with condition (3.1b) ahead for r ≥ qd/(q− d) and also
with the plastic-indifference condition (2.11).
3 Existence of weak solutions
This section introduces the definition of weak solution to the problem and brings to the
statement of the our main existence result, namely Theorem 3.2. Let us start by fixing some
notation.
We will use the standard notation C(·) for the space of continuous bounded functions,
Lp for Lebesgue spaces, and W k,p for Sobolev spaces whose k-th distributional derivatives
are in Lp. Moreover, we will use the abbreviation Hk = W k,2 and, for all p ≥ 1, we let the
conjugate exponent p′ = p/(p−1) (with p′ = ∞ if p = 1), and we use the notation p∗ for
the Sobolev exponent p∗ = pd/(d−p) for p < d, p∗ < ∞ for p = d, and p∗ = ∞ for p > d.
Thus, W 1,p(Ω) ⊂ Lp∗(Ω) or Lp∗′(Ω) ⊂ W 1,p(Ω)∗=the dual to W 1,p(Ω). In the vectorial case,
we will write Lp(Ω;Rd) ∼= Lp(Ω)d and W 1,p(Ω;Rd) ∼= W 1,p(Ω)d.
Given the fixed time interval I = [0, T ], we denote by Lp(I;X) the standard Bochner
space of Bochner-measurable mappings I → X , where X is a Banach space. Moreover,
W k,p(I;X) denotes the Banach space of mappings in Lp(I;X) whose k-th distributional
derivative in time is also in Lp(I;X).
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Let us list here the assumptions on the data which are used in the following:
ψ
E
: Rd×d → R+ continuously differentiable, supF∈Rd×d
|ψ′
E
(F )|
1+|F |2∗/2−1 <∞, (3.1a)
ψ
H
: Rd×d → [0,+∞] continuously differentiable on GL+(d),
ψ
H
(P ) ≥
{
ǫ/(detP )r if detP > 0,
+∞ if detP ≤ 0, r ≥
qd
r−q , q > d, (3.1b)
̺ > 0, K : R→ Rd×d continuous, bounded, and uniformly positive-definite, (3.1c)
R(θ;R) = R1(θ;R) +R2(θ;R), (3.1d)
R1(θ;R) = σY(θ)|R| where σY : R+ → R+ is continuous and bounded, (3.1e)
R2 : R+ × Rd×d → R+ continuously differentiable, (3.1f)
∃a
R
> 0 ∀θ ∈ R, R, R1, R2 ∈ Rd×d :
(∂RR(θ;R1)− ∂RR(θ;R2)):(R1−R2) ≥ aR|R1−R2|2, (3.1g)
aR|R|2 ≤ R(θ;R) ≤ (1 + |R|2)/aR, R(θ;−R) = R(θ;R), (3.1h)
cv : R+ → R+ continuous, bounded, with positive infimum, (3.1i)
y0∈H2(Ω)d, v0∈L2(Ω)d, P0∈W 1,q(Ω)d×d, ψH(P0)∈L1(Ω), q > d, (3.1j)
θ0∈L1(Ω), θ0 ≥ 0, (3.1k)
g ∈ C(Rd)d, θ♭ ∈ L1(Σ), θ♭ ≥ 0, (3.1l)
where q in (3.1b,j) refers to the exponent used in (2.3). The nonnegative function σ
Y
=
σ
Y
(θ) is in the position of a temperature-dependent yield stress, i.e., a threshold triggering
plastification.
Note that the polynomial growth assumption on ψ′
E
from (3.1a) is not particularly re-
strictive for d = 2 but requires ψ′
E
(F ) . |F |2 for d = 3. Such a restricted growth is however
compatible with the assumption that Fel is close to the identity. Indeed, if ψE were a lin-
earization of a nonlinear elastic energy density at Fel = I one would have
ψ
E
(Fel) =
1
2
(Fel−I):D2ψE(I):(Fel−I)
so that the bound in (3.1a) trivially holds. Note that the fourth-order tensor D2ψ
E
(I) plays
here the role of (a multiple of) the elasticity-moduli tensor in linearized elasticity.
In the case when R(θ; ·) is nonsmooth at 0, its subdifferential are indeed set-valued and
thus (3.1h) is to be satisfied for any selection from the involved subdifferentials. On the
other hand, the heat-production rate ∂RR
(
θ;
.
PP−1):(
.
PP−1) in (2.7c) remains single-valued
as ∂RR
(
θ; ·) is multivalued just in
.
PP−1 = 0.
Testing (2.7) by smooth functions and using Green formula in space (even twice for
(2.7a) together with a surface Green formula over Γ), the boundary conditions (2.14), by-
part integration in time for (2.7a,b), and the definition of the convex subdifferential ∂RR
(
θ; ·)
for (2.7b), we arrive at the following.
Definition 3.1 (Weak formulation of (2.7) with (2.14)-(2.15)). We call the triple (y, P, θ)
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with
y ∈ L∞(I;H2(Ω)d) ∩H1(I;L2(Ω)d), (3.2a)
P ∈ L∞(I;W 1,q(Ω)d×d) ∩H1(I;L2(Ω)d×d) with 1
detP
∈ L∞(Q), (3.2b)
θ ∈ L1(I;W 1,1(Ω)), θ ≥ 0 a.e. on Q, (3.2c)
a weak solution to the initial-boundary-value problem (2.7) with (2.14)-(2.15) if
div
(
κ1|∇P |q−2∇P
) ∈ L2(Q)d×d (3.2d)
and if the following hold:
(i) The weak formulation of the momentum balance (2.7a) with (2.4a)∫
Q
(
ψ′
E
(∇yP−1):(∇y˜ P−1)− ̺.y · .˜y + κ0∇2y...∇2y˜ dx dt
+
∫
Σ
Ny·y˜ dS dt =
∫
Q
g(y)·y˜ dx dt+
∫
Ω
v0·y˜(0) dx+
∫
Σ
Ny♭·y˜ dS dt (3.3a)
holds for any y˜ smooth with y˜(T ) = 0.
(ii) The weak formulation of the plastic flow rule (2.7b) in the form (2.12) with (2.4b)∫
Q
(
R
(
θ;R
)
+ ψ′
E
(∇yP−1)P⊤:(∇y((P−1)′)(R−
.
PP−1)
− div(κ1|∇P |q−2∇P )P⊤:(R− .PP−1)) dx dt ≥ ∫
Q
R
(
θ;
.
PP−1) dx dt (3.3b)
holds for any R smooth.
(iii) The weak formulation of the heat equation (2.7c)∫
Q
K (P, θ)∇θ·∇θ˜ − Cv(θ)
.˜
θ − ∂RR
(
θ;
.
PP−1):(
.
PP−1)θ˜ dx dt
+
∫
Σ
Kθθ˜ dS dt =
∫
Σ
Kθ♭θ˜ dS dt+
∫
Ω
Cv(θ0)θ˜(0) dx (3.3c)
holds for any θ˜ smooth with θ˜(T ) = 0 and with Cv(·) a primitive function to cv(·).
(iv) The remaining initial conditions y(0) = y0 and P (0) = P0 are satisfied.
Let us note that, due to (3.2b), we have also P−1 = CofP⊤/ detP ∈ L∞(Q)d×d so that
in particular div
(
κ1|∇P |q−2∇P
)
P⊤:
.
PP−1 ∈ L1(Q) due to (3.2d) and thus (3.3b) has a good
sense.
Our main analytical result is an existence theorem for weak solutions. This is to be seen
as a mathematical consistency property of the proposed model. It reads as follows.
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Theorem 3.2 (Existence of weak solutions). Let the assumptions (3.1) hold. Then, there
exists a weak solution (y, P, θ) in the sense of Definition 3.1 with P valued in GL+(d).
Moreover, the energy conservation (2.17) holds on the time intervals [0, t] for all t ∈ I, i.e.∫
Ω
̺
2
|.y(t)|2 + Cv(θ(t)) dx+ΨM(∇y(t), P (t)) +
∫
Γ
1
2
N |y(t)|2dS
=
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
g(y) · .y dx dt +
∫ t
0
∫
Γ
Ny♭ · .y +K(θ−θ♭) dS dt
+
∫
Ω
̺
2
|v0|2 + Cv(θ0) dx+ΨM(∇y0, P0) +
∫
Γ
1
2
N |y0|2dS . (3.4)
We will prove this result in Propositions 4.1-4.4 by a regularization, transformation, and
approximation procedure. This also provides a (conceptual) algorithm that is numerically
stable and converges as the discretization and the regularization parameters tend to 0.
4 Galerkin approximation, stability, convergence
We devote this section to the proof of the existence result, namely Theorem 3.2. As already
mentioned, we apply a constructive method providing an approximation of the problem. This
results from combining a regularization in terms of the small parameter ε > 0 and a Galerkin
approximation, described by the small parameter h > 0 instead. The regularization is aimed
on the one hand at smoothing the potential R(θ, R) in a neighborhood of R = 0 and on
the other hand at making the heat-production rate and boundary and initial temperatures
bounded, see below. We obtain the existence of approximated solutions, their stability (a-
priori estimates), and their convergence to weak solutions, at least in terms of subsequences.
The general philosophy of a-priori estimation relies on the fact that temperature plays a
role in connection with dissipative mechanisms only: adiabatic effects are omitted and most
estimates on the mechanical part of the system are independent of temperature and its
discretization. The estimates and the convergence rely on the independence of the heat
capacity from mechanical variables, cf. also Remark 2.5 above.
Let us begin by detailing the regularization. First, we smoothen the convex (but generally
nonsmooth) potential R(θ; ·) : Rd×d → R+ in order to be able to use the conventional theory
of ordinary-differential equations for the Galerkin approximation. To this goal, we use the
splitting R(θ;R) = R1(θ;R) +R2(θ;R) from (3.1d). Then, we exploit the general Yosida-
regularization construction to the nonsmooth part, i.e. Rε(θ;R) := R1,ε(θ;R) + R2(θ;R)
with
R1,ε(θ;R) := min
R˜∈Rd×d
(
R1(θ; R˜) +
1
2ε
|R˜−R|2
)
=

σ
Y
(θ)
2ε
|R|2 if |R| ≤ ε
σ
Y
(θ)
(
|R|−ε
2
)
if |R| > ε,
(4.1)
where σ
Y
is from (3.1e). Properties (3.1d-f) of the original potential R entail analogous
properties for the regularization, in particular
∃ε0 > 0 ∀ 0 < ε ≤ ε0 : ∀θ∈R, R1, R2∈Rd×d : (4.2a)
(∂RRε(θ;R1)− ∂RRε(θ;R2)):(R1−R2) ≥
1
2
a
R
|R1−R2|2, (4.2b)
1
2
aR|R|2 ≤ Rε(θ;R) ≤ (1 + |R|2)/aR (4.2c)
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where a
R
> 0 is from (3.1h). In addition, we can prove that
∀θ∈R, R∈Rd×d, R 6= 0 : lim
ε→0, θ˜→θ
∂RRε(θ˜;R) = ∂RR(θ;R). (4.2d)
Note that R(θ;−R) = R(θ;R) assumed in (3.1h) implies ∂RRε(θ; 0) = 0 so that the limit in
(4.2d) exists even if R = 0 and we have
∀θ∈R : lim
ε→0, θ˜→θ
∂RRε(θ˜; 0) = 0 ∈ ∂RR(θ; 0). (4.2e)
In order to simplify the convergence proof, we apply the so-called enthalpy transformation
to the heat equation. This consists in rescaling temperature by introducing a new variable
ϑ = Cv(θ) (4.3)
where Cv is the primitive of cv vanishing in 0. Note that
.
ϑ = cv(θ)
.
θ and that Cv is increasing
so that its inverse C−1v exists and ∇θ = ∇C−1v (ϑ) = ∇ϑ/cv(θ) = ∇ϑ/cv(C−1v (ϑ)). Upon
letting
K(P, ϑ) :=
K (P,C−1v (ϑ))
cv(C−1v (ϑ))
,
we rewrite and regularize the system (2.7) by
̺
..
y = divΣel + g(y), (4.4a)
∂RRε
(
C−1v (ϑ);
.
PP−1
)
P−⊤ + Σin = 0, (4.4b)
.
ϑ = div
(
K(P, ϑ)∇ϑ)+ ∂RRε(θ; .PP−1):( .PP−1)
1 + ε|
.
PP−1|2
, (4.4c)
where Σel and Σin are again from (2.4). Note that we used (4.4b) in the form (2.12), which
allows the test by
.
P , in contrast to (2.7b) which is to be tested by the product
.
PP−1
which is not legitimate at the level of the Galerkin discretisation. Let us note that due to
the boundedness/growth assumptions (3.1h), the dissipation rate has a quadratic growth
and the regularization of the heat-production rate in (4.4c) is bounded. We are hence in
the position of resorting to a L2-theory instead of the L1-theory for the regularized heat
problem.
The boundary conditions are correspondingly modified, i.e. K (P, θ)∇θ·ν+Kθ = Kθ♭(t)
in (2.14b) and θ(0) = θ0 in (2.15) modify respectively as
K(P, ϑ)∇C−1v (ϑ)·ν +KC−1v (ϑ) = Kθ♭ε with θ♭ε :=
θ♭
1 + εθ♭
, (4.5a)
ϑ(0) = ϑ0ε := Cv(θ0ε) with θ0ε =
θ0
1 + εθ0
. (4.5b)
In particular, θ♭,ε and θ0ε in (4.5) are bounded.
As announced, we use a Galerkin approximation in space for (4.4). (which, in its evolution
variant, is sometimes referred to as Faedo-Galerkin method). For possible numerical imple-
mentation, one can imagine a conformal finite element formulation, with h > 0 denoting the
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mesh size. Assume for simplicity that the sequence of nested finite-dimensional subspaces
Vh ⊂ H2(Ω) invading H1(Ω) is given. This will make all Laplacians defined in the usual
strong sense even on the discrete level, allowing for some simplification in the estimates. For
simplicity, we assume that all initial conditions (y0, P0, ϑ0ε) belong to all finite-dimensional
subspaces so that no additional approximation of such conditions is needed.
The outcome of the Galerkin approximation is an an initial-value problem for a system
of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). In (4.8d) below, we denote | · |h the seminorm on
L2(I;H1(Ω)∗) defined by
|ξ|∗h := sup
{∫
Q
ξv dx dt : ‖v‖L2(I;H1(Ω)) ≤ 1, v(t) ∈ Vh for a.e. t ∈ I
}
. (4.6)
Similar seminorms (with the same notation) are defined on spaces tensor-valued functions.
On L2-spaces we let
|ξ|h := sup
{∫
Q
ξ:v dx dt : ‖v‖L2(Q)d×d ≤ 1, v(t) ∈ V d×dh for a.e. t ∈ I
}
, (4.7)
to be used for (4.8e) below. This family of seminorms makes the linear spaces L2(I;H1(Ω)∗)
and L2(Q)d×d and L2(Q), metrizable locally convex spaces (Fre´chet spaces). Henceforth, we
use the symbol C to indicate a positive constant, possibly depending on data but independent
of regularization and discretization parameters. Dependences on such parameters will be
indicated in indices. Our stability result reads as follows.
Proposition 4.1 (Discrete solution and a-priori estimates). Let assumptions (3.1) hold
and ε, h > 0 be fixed. Then, the Galerkin approximation of (4.4) with the initial/boundary
conditions (2.14)-(2.15) modified by (4.5) admits a solution on the whole time interval I =
[0, T ]. By denoting such solution as (yεh, Pεh, ϑεh), the following estimates hold∥∥yεh∥∥L∞(I;H2(Ω)d)∩W 1,∞(I;L2(Ω)d) ≤ C, (4.8a)∥∥Pεh∥∥L∞(I;W 1,q(Ω)d×d)∩H1(I;L2(Ω)d×d) ≤ C and ∥∥∥ 1detPεh
∥∥∥
L∞(Q)
≤ C, (4.8b)∥∥ϑεh∥∥L2(I;H1(Ω)) ≤ Cε, (4.8c)∣∣.ϑεh∣∣∗h0 ≤ Cε for h0 ≥ h > 0, (4.8d)∣∣div(|∇Pεh|q−2∇Pεh)∣∣h0 ≤ C for h0 ≥ h > 0, (4.8e)
where C and Cε are some constant independent of h and h0, C being independent also of ε.
Sketch of the proof. The existence of a global solution to the Galerkin approximation follows
directly by the usual successive-continuation argument applied to the underlying system of
ODEs.
Let us now move to a priori estimation. We start by recovering the mechanical energy
balance, see (2.16). In particular, we use
.
yεh,
.
P εh, and
.
ζεh as test functions into each
corresponding equation discretized by the Galerkin method. More specifically, using
.
yεh as
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test in the Galerkin approximation of (4.4a) with its boundary condition (2.14a), we obtain∫
Ω
̺
2
|.yεh(t)|2 + κ0
2
|∇2yεh(t)|2 dx+
∫
Γ
1
2
N |yεh(t)|2 dS +
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
∂∇yψ̂M(∇yεh, Pεh):∇
.
yεh dx dt
=
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
g(y)·.yεh dx dt +
∫ t
0
∫
Γ
Ny♭·.yεh dS dt+
∫
Ω
̺
2
|v0|2 + κ0
2
|∇2y0|2 dx+
∫
Γ
1
2
N |y0|2 dS.
(4.9)
By testing the Galerkin approximation of (4.4b) by
.
P εh one gets∫
Ω
ψ
H
(Pεh(t)) +
κ1
q
|∇Pεh(t)|qdx+
∫ t
0
∫
Ω
∂RRε
(
θεh;
.
P εhP
−1
εh
)
:
.
P εhP
−1
εh
+ ∂P ψ̂M(∇yεh, Pεh):
.
P εhdx dt =
∫
Ω
ψH(P0) +
κ1
q
|∇P0|qdx. (4.10)
Taking the sum of (4.9)-(4.10) and using the calculus
∂∇yψ̂M :∇
.
yεh + ∂P ψ̂M :
.
P εh =
∂
∂t
ψ̂
M
(∇yεh, Pεh),
we obtain the discrete analogue of (2.16).
The boundary term in (4.9) contains
.
y, which is not well defined on Γ. We overcome this
obstruction by by-part integration∫ t
0
∫
Γ
Ny♭·.yεh dSdt =
∫
Γ
Ny♭(t)·yεh(t) dS −
∫ t
0
∫
Γ
N
.
y♭·yεh dS dt−
∫
Γ
Ny♭(0)·y0 dS (4.11)
so that this boundary term can be estimated by using the assumption (3.1l) on y♭.
These estimates allow us to obtain the bounds (4.8a,b). More in detail, the first estimate
in (4.8b) follows from the coercivity (3.1h) ofRε so that we have also that
.
P εhP
−1
εh is bounded
in L2(Q)d×d. In particular, we have here used the boundary condition on the plastic strain
(2.14b), see also Remark 4.5.
Exploiting (3.1b) we can use the Healey-Kro¨mer Theorem [17, Thm. 3.1] for the plastic
strain instead of the deformation gradient. In particular, [17, Thm. 3.1] states that any
function u ∈ W 2,p(Ω;Rd) with det∇u > 0 such that ∫
Ω
|det∇u|−q dx ≤ K is such that
minx∈Ω¯ det∇u =: ǫ > 0, provided p > d and q > pd/(p−d). In fact, this estimate holds
uniformly with respect to u, as ǫ depends onK and data only. In fact, by inspecting its proof,
see also in [20,41], one easily realizes that this result holds for any matrix field, even if it does
not come from a gradient of a vector field. In particular, one has that any P ∈ W 1,p(Ω;Rd×d)
with detP > 0 such that
∫
Ω
|detP |−q dx ≤ K fulfills minx∈Ω¯ detP =: ǫ > 0. This gives the
second estimate in (4.8b). It is important that it is available even on the Galerkin level,
so that in fact the singularity of ψ
H
is not seen during the evolution and the Lavrentiev
phenomenon is excluded. Let us point out that, in the frame of our weak thermal coupling
the assumption (3.1h), these estimates hold independently of temperature, and thus the
constants in (4.8a,b) are independent of ε.
Let us now test the Galerkin approximation of the heat equation (4.4c) by ϑεh. This
test is allowed at the level of Galerkin approximation, although it does not lead to the total
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energy balance. We obtain
d
dt
1
2
∫
Ω
ϑ2εh dx+
∫
Ω
K(Pεh, ϑεh)∇ϑεh·∇ϑεh dx+
∫
Γ
Kϑ2εh dS =
∫
Ω
rεϑεh dx+
∫
Γ
Kθ♭εϑεh dS.
(4.12)
After integration over [0, t], we use the Gronwall inequality and exploit the control of the
initial condition |θ0ε| ≤ 1/ε due to the regularization (4.5). The last boundary term in (4.12)
can be controlled as |θ♭,ε| ≤ 1/ε, again due to the regularization (4.5). Using the positive defi-
niteness ofK in (3.1c) and recalling (2.10), we get the bound ‖(CofPεh)∇θεh/
√
detPεh‖L2(Q)d ≤
Cε. Then also (4.8c) by using
‖∇θεh‖L2(Q)d =
∥∥∥P⊤εhCofPεh
detPεh
∇θεh
∥∥∥
L2(Q)d
≤
∥∥∥ Pεh√
detPεh
∥∥∥
L∞(Q)d×d
∥∥∥ CofPεh√
detPεh
∇θεh
∥∥∥
L2(Q)d
≤ Cε, (4.13)
where the latter bound follows from (4.8b).
By comparison, we obtain the estimate (4.8d) of
.
ϑεh in the seminorm (4.6). Again by com-
parison we obtain (4.8e), using (4.4b) with (2.4b) and taking advantage of the boundedness
of the term ∂RRε(θεh;
.
P εhP
−1
εh )P
−⊤
εh in L
2(Q)d×d and similarly also of the first term in (2.4b).
More specifically, the term ∇y⊤εhψ′E(∇yεhP−1εh ):(P−1εh )′ turns out to be bounded in L2(Q)d×d
because ∇y⊤εh is bounded in L∞(I;L2
∗
(Ω)d×d) and ψ′
E
is bounded in L∞(I;L2
∗2/(2∗−2)(Ω)d×d)
due to the growth condition (3.1a), and (P−1εh )
′ is controlled in L∞(Q)d×d×d×d. Here, we em-
phasize that one cannot perform on relation (2.7b) the nonlinear test by div(|∇Pεh|q−2∇Pεh)
to obtain the estimate (4.8e) in the full L2(Q)d×d-norm.
Proposition 4.2 (Convergence of the Galerkin approximation for h→ 0). Let assumptions
(3.1) hold and let ε > 0 be fixed. Then, for h → 0, there exists a not relabeled subsequence
of {(yεh, Pεh, ϑεh)}h>0 converging weakly* in the topologies indicated in (4.8)a-g to some
(yε, Pε, ϑε). Every such limit triple is a weak solution to the regularized problem (4.4) with
the initial/boundary conditions (2.14)-(2.15) modified by (4.5). Moreover, the following a-
priori estimate holds ∥∥div(|∇Pε|q−2∇Pε)∥∥L2(Q)d×d ≤ C. (4.14)
Furthermore, the following strong convergences hold for h→ 0
.
P εhP
−1
εh →
.
P εP
−1
ε strongly in L
2(Q)d×d, (4.15a)
∇Pεh →∇Pε strongly in Lq(Q)d×d×d. (4.15b)
Proof. The existence of weakly* converging not relabeled subsequences follows by the classi-
cal Banach selection principle. Let us indicate one such weak* limit by (yε, Pε, ϑε) and prove
that it solves the regularized problem (4.4). Note that, estimates (4.14) follow from (4.8e),
which are independent of h and h0, cf. [40, Sect. 8.4] for this technique. More in detail, one
can consider a Hahn-Banach extension of the linear bounded functional occuring in (4.8e)
from the linear subspace of L2(Q)d×d as in the definition (4.7) of the seminorm | · |h to the
whole space L2(Q)d×d. This extension is bounded, sharing the same bound C as in (4.8e).
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Selecting, for a moment, another subsequence of these extensions which converges weakly in
L2(Q)d×d, one can eventually identify the limit again as div(|∇Pε|q−2∇Pε) ∈ L2(Q)d×d and
see that, in fact, the whole originally selected subsequence converges as well.
In order to check that weak* limits are solutions, we are called to prove convergence of
the dissipation-rate term, i.e. the heat-production rate, in the heat-transfer equation. This
in turn requires that we prove the strong convergence of Pεh, i.e. (4.15). To this aim, let P˜h
be elements of the finite-dimensional subspaces which are approximating Pε with respect
to strong L2 topologies along with the corresponding time derivatives. Such approximants
can be constructed by projections at the level of time derivatives. In particular, one can ask
that P˜h → Pε strongly in H1(0, T ;L2(Ω)d×d) ∩ L1(0, T ;W 1,q(Ω)d×d).
As for the strong convergence of ∇Pεh, we exploit the uniform monotonicity of the q-
Laplacian. The Galerkin identity related to (4.4b)∫
Q
∇y⊤εhψ′E(Fel,εh):(P−1εh )′:P˜ + ∂RRε(θεh;
.
P εhP
−1
εh ):(P˜P
−1
εh )
+κ1|∇Pεh|q−2∇Pεh...∇P˜ dx dt = 0 (4.16)
will be used here for P˜ := Pεh−P˜h where P˜h → Pε strongly in H1(I;L2(Ω)d×d). For some
constant cd,q > 0, cf. [6, Lemma I.4.4], this allows for estimating as follows
lim
h→0
cd,q‖∇Pεh−∇Pε‖qLq(Q)d×d×d
≤ lim
h→0
∫
Q
(|∇Pεh|q−2∇Pεh − |∇Pε|q−2∇Pε)...∇(Pεh − Pε) dx dt
= lim
h→0
1
κ1
∫
Q
∇y⊤εhψ′E(Fel,εh):(P−1εh )′:(Pεh−P˜h)
+ ∂RRε(θεh;
.
P εhP
−1
εh ):((Pεh−P˜h)P−1εh ) + ψ′H(Pεh):(Pεh−P˜h)
+ |∇Pεh|q−2∇Pεh...∇(P˜h−Pε)− |∇Pε|q−2∇Pε
...∇(Pεh − Pε) dx dt = 0, (4.17)
where we used Pεh−P˜h → 0 strongly in L2(Q)d×d due to our estimates (4.8b) and classical
Aubin-Lions compact-embedding theorem. Moreover, ∇y⊤εh is bounded in L∞(I;L2
∗
(Ω)d×d)
and ψ′
E
(Fel,εh) is bounded in L
∞(I;L2
∗2/(2∗−2)(Ω)d×d) due to the growth restriction (3.1a),
so that ∇y⊤εhψ′E(Fel,εh) is bounded in L2(Q)d×d. This allows to pass to the limit in the
term which contains ∇y⊤εhψ′E(Fel,εh) and similarly also in the ∂RRε-term, by taking into
account that ∂RRε(θεh;
.
P εhP
−1
εh ) is bounded in L
2(Q)d×d. As for the last term, note that
∇Pεh → ∇Pε weakly in Lq(Q)d×d while |∇Pε|q−2∇Pε ∈ Lq′(Q)d×d is fixed. Thus (4.15b) is
proved. From this, we can also obtain the strong convergence of the q-Laplacian of Pεh in
Lq
′
(I; (W 1,q(Ω)d×d)∗), and thus, due to the bound (4.8e), also
div(|∇Pεh|q−2∇Pεh)→ div(|∇Pε|q−2∇Pε) weakly in L2(Q)d×d. (4.18)
As for the strong convergence of
.
P εh (or rather of
.
P εhP
−1
εh which occurs in the dissipation
rate in (4.4c)), we use the strong monotonicity (4.2c) of ∂RRε(θ; ·) and again (4.16) but now
with the test function P˜ =
.
P εh −
.
P˜ h. Taking aR > 0 from the uniform monotonicity
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assumption (3.1g), in view of (4.2b), we can estimate
lim sup
h→0
1
2
a
R
∥∥ .P εhP−1εh − .P εP−1ε ∥∥2L2(Q)d×d
≤ lim sup
h→0
∫
Q
(
∂RRε(θεh;
.
P εhP
−1
εh )− ∂RRε(θεh;
.
P εP
−1
ε )
)
:(
.
P εhP
−1
εh −
.
P εP
−1
ε ) dx dt
= lim sup
h→0
∫
Q
∂RRε(θεh;
.
P εhP
−1
εh ):(
.
P εhP
−1
εh −
.
P˜ hP
−1
εh ) dx dt
+ lim
h→0
∫
Q
∂RRε(θεh;
.
P εhP
−1
εh ):(
.
P˜ hP
−1
εh −
.
P εP
−1
ε ) dx dt
− lim
h→0
∫
Q
∂RRε(θεh;
.
P εP
−1
ε ):(
.
P εhP
−1
εh −
.
P εP
−1
ε ) dxdt
= lim
h→0
∫
Q
∇y⊤εhψ′E
(
Fel,εh
)
:(P−1εh )
′:(
.
P˜ h −
.
P εh) + ψ
′
H
(Pεh):(
.
P˜ h −
.
P εh) dxdt
+ lim sup
h→0
∫
Q
κ1|∇Pεh|q−2∇Pεh...∇(
.
P˜ h −
.
P εh) dxdt
= lim
h→0
∫
Q
∇y⊤εhψ′E
(
Fel,εh
)
:(P−1εh )
′:(
.
P˜ h −
.
P εh) + ψ
′
H
(Pεh):(
.
P˜ h −
.
P εh)
+ κ1div(|∇Pεh|q−2∇Pεh):
.
P˜ h dxdt + lim sup
h→0
∫
Ω
κ1
q
|∇P0|q − κ1
q
|∇Pεh(T )|q dx
≤ −
∫
Q
κ1div(|∇Pε|q−2∇Pε):
.
P ε dx dt +
∫
Ω
κ1
q
|∇P0|q − κ1
q
|∇Pε(T )|q dx = 0, (4.19)
where we used that ∇
.
P εh is well defined at the level of Galerkin approximations (although
not in the limit) and we also used the fact that
lim inf
h→0
∫
Q
|∇Pεh|q−2∇Pεh...∇(
.
P εh−
.
P˜ h) dx dt
= lim inf
h→0
∫
Ω
1
q
|∇Pεh(T )|q − 1
q
|∇P0|q dx+ lim
h→0
∫
Q
div(|∇Pεh|q−2∇Pεh):
.
P˜ h dx dt
≥
∫
Ω
1
q
|∇Pε(T )|q − 1
q
|∇P0|q dx+
∫
Q
div(|∇Pε|q−2∇Pε):
.
P ε dx dt (4.20)
as well as the Green formula combined with the by-part integration in time:∫
Q
div(|∇Pε|q−2∇Pε):
.
P ε dx dt =
∫
Ω
1
q
|∇P0|q − 1
q
|∇Pε(T )|q dx. (4.21)
Note that the last term above makes sense as t 7→ ∇Pε(t) is weakly continuous to Lq(Ω)d×d
due to (4.8b). The other integrals in (4.20) are also well-defined due to estimate (4.8e). Note
also that we used (4.18) here. Moreover, it is possible to show that −div(|∇P |q−2∇P ) is
indeed the subdifferential of the potential P 7→ ∫
Ω
1
q
|∇P |q dx in L2(Ω)d×d. In particular, the
chain rule in (4.21) holds true, see [4]. This proves convergence (4.15a).
The convergence of the mechanical part for h→ 0 is now straightforward. As the highest-
order term in (4.4a) is linear, weak convergence together and Aubin-Lions compactness for
lower-order terms suffices. The limit passage in the quasilinear q-Laplacian as well as in the
Rε-term in (4.4b) follow from the already proved strong convergences (4.15).
Eventually, the limit passage in the semilinear heat-transfer equation (4.4c) can be ascer-
tained due to the already proved strong convergences (4.15a,b), allowing indeed the passage
to the limit in the (regularized) right-hand side.
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In order to remove the regularization by passing to the limit for ε → 0, we cannot
directly rely on the estimates (4.8c)-(4.8d), which are dependent on ε > 0. On the other
hand, having already passed to the limit in h we are now in the position of performing
a number of nonlinear tests for the heat equation, which are specifically tailored to the
L1-theory.
Lemma 4.3 (Further a-priori estimates for temperature). Let ϑε be the (rescaled) temper-
ature component of the weak solution to the regularized problem (4.4), whose existence is
proved in Proposition 4.2. Then,
ϑε ≥ 0 a.e. in Q. (4.22)
Moreover, one has that
∃C1 > 0 : ‖ϑε‖L∞(I;L1(Ω)) ≤ C1, (4.23a)
∀1 ≤ s < (d+2)/(d+1) ∃Cs > 0 : ‖∇ϑε‖Ls(Q)d ≤ Cs (4.23b)
where the constants C1, Cs are independent of ε.
Proof. The nonnegativity (4.22) is readily obtained by testing the heat equation in the
regularized enthalpy form (4.4c) by min(0, ϑε), and using the assumptions that θ♭ ≥ 0 and
ϑ0 ≥ 0, cf. (3.1k,l). Note that the normalization Cv(0) = 0 for the primitive function Cv of
cv in (4.3) is here used. The nonnegativity (4.22) allows us to read the bound (4.23a) from
the test of the heat equation by 1.
We now perform a second nonlinear test in order to gain an estimate on ∇ϑ independent
of ε. We follow the classical [3] in the simplified variant developed in [8]. This calls for testing
the heat equation (4.4c) on χω(ϑε) where the increasing concave function χω : [0,+∞) →
[0, 1] is defined as χω(w) := 1−1/(1+w)ω for some small ω > 0 to be chosen later. By using
the nonnegativity of Cv and the fact that 0 ≤ χω(ϑε) ≤ 1, χ′ω(w) = ω/(1+w)1+ω, rε ≤ r,
and θ♭/(1+εθ♭) ≤ θ♭, we obtain the estimate
ω
∫
Q
a
K
(1+ϑε)1+ω
∣∣∣ CofPε√
detPε
∇ϑε
∣∣∣2 dx dt ≤ ∫
Q
K (Pε, ϑε)∇ϑε · ∇χω(ϑε) dx dt
≤
∫
Q
K (Pε, ϑε)∇ϑε · ∇χω(ϑε) dx dt +
∫
Σ
Kϑεχω(ϑε) dS dt
≤
∫
Q
rε dx dt +
∫
Σ
K
θ♭
1+εθ♭
dS dt +
∫
Ω
Cv(ϑ0,ε) dx
≤
∫
Q
r dx dt +
∫
Σ
Kθ♭dS dt+
∫
Ω
Cv(θ0) dx, (4.24)
where a
K
> 0 stands for the positive-definiteness constant of K, cf. (3.1c). By the Ho¨lder
inequality, we have that∫
Q
∣∣∣ CofPε√
detPε
∇ϑε
∣∣∣s dx dt = ∫
Q
(1+ϑε)
(1+ω)s/2 |(CofPε)∇ϑε|s
(detPε)s/2(1+ϑε)(1+ω)s/2
dx dt
≤
(∫
Q
(1+ϑε)
(1+ω)s/(2−s) dx dt
)1−s/2(∫
Q
|(CofPε)∇ϑε|2
detPε(1+ϑε)1+ω
dx dt
)s/2
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and the last factor on the right-hand side is bounded due to (4.24). We now use the
Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality
‖v‖L(1+ω)s/(2−s)(Ω) ≤ CGN‖v‖1−λL1(Ω)‖v‖λW 1,s(Ω) (4.25)
with ‖v‖W 1,s(Ω) := ‖v‖L1(Ω) + ‖∇v‖Ls(Ω)d . The latter inequality holds for all λ ∈ (0, 1) such
that
2−s
(1+ω)s
≥ λ
(
1
s
− 1
d
)
+ 1− λ (4.26)
and, correspondingly, for some C
GN
> 0 depending on s, λ, and Ω. We shall apply inequality
(4.25) along with the choices v = 1 + ϑε(t, ·) and λ = (2−s)/(1+ω). Note that λ ∈ (0, 1)
as s ∈ [1, (d+2)/(d+1)) ⊂ [1, 2). Moreover, by letting ω > 0 small enough one has that
condition (4.26) holds, again by virtue of s < (d+2)/(d+1). Hence, inequality (4.25) gives(∫ T
0
∥∥1 + ϑε(t, ·)∥∥(1+ω)s/(2−s)L(1+ω)s/(2−s)(Ω) dt
)1−s/2
≤
(∫ T
0
C(1+ω)s/(2−s)
GN
C
(1−λ)(1+ω)s/(2−s)
0
(
C0+
∥∥∇ϑε(t, ·)∥∥Ls(Ω)d)λ(1+ω)s/(2−s) dt
)1−s/2
≤ Cδ + δ
∫
Q
∣∣∇ϑε∣∣s dx dt (4.27)
where C0 = |Ω|+C1 and C1 is from (4.23a). The constant Cδ depends on C0, CGN, and the
small δ, cf. e.g. [40, Formula (12.20)], and we used the fact that
λ(1+ω)s/(2−s)(1−s/2) = s(1−s/2) < s.
We combine this estimate with the bound∥∥∇ϑε∥∥sLs(Q)d = ∥∥∥P⊤ε (CofPε)detPε ∇ϑε
∥∥∥s
Ls(Q)d
≤
∥∥∥ Pε√
detPε
∥∥∥s
L∞(Q)d×d
∥∥∥ CofPε√
detPε
∇ϑε
∥∥∥s
Ls(Q)d×d
. (4.28)
Note that the last term in the right-hand side is what occurs in the left-hand side of (4.24).
By choosing δ small enough, we deduce from (4.24), (4.27), and (4.28) that∥∥∥ CofPε√
detPε
∇ϑε
∥∥∥
Ls(Q)d×d
≤ C˜s (4.29)
for any 1 ≤ s < (d + 2)/(d + 1) and some positive C˜s. From the latter bound we directly
deduce estimate (4.23b) by using again (4.28).
Proposition 4.4 (Convergence of the regularization for ε→ 0). Under assumptions (3.1),
as ε → 0 there exists a subsequence of {(yε, Pε, ϑε)}ε>0 (not relabelled) which converges
weakly* in the topologies indicated in (4.8a-f), (4.14), and (4.23) to some (y, P, ϑ). Every
such a limit triple is a weak solution to the original problem in the sense of Definition 3.1.
Moreover, the following strong convergences hold
.
P εP
−1
ε →
.
PP−1 strongly in L2(Q)d×d, (4.30a)
∇Pε → ∇P strongly in Lq(Q)d×d×d. (4.30b)
Eventually, the regularity (3.2d) and the energy conservation (3.4) hold.
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Proof. Again, by the Banach selection principle, we can extract a not relabelled subsequence
converging with respect to the topologies from the estimates (4.8a,b) inherited for (yε, Pε),
(4.14), and (4.23), and indicate its limit by (y, P, ϑ).
The improved, strong convergences (4.30) can be obtained by arguing as in the proof of
(4.15) in Proposition 4.2.
One has just to modify the argument in (4.17) as:
lim
ε→0
cd,q‖∇Pε−∇P‖qLq(Q)d×d×d ≤ limε→0
∫
Q
(|∇Pε|q−2∇Pε − |∇P |q−2∇P )...∇(Pε − P ) dx dt
= lim
ε→0
1
κ1
∫
Q
∇y⊤ε ψ′E(Fel,ε):(P−1ε )′:(Pε−P ) + ∂RRε(θε;
.
P εP
−1
ε ):((Pε−P )P−1ε ) dx dt
−
∫
Q
|∇P |q−2∇P )...∇(Pε − P ) dx dt = 0. (4.31)
Here we used that the sequence ∂RRε(θε;
.
P εP
−1
ε ) is bounded in L
2(Q)d×d (without caring
about its limit) while (Pε−P )P−1ε → 0 strongly in L2(Q)d×d (or even in L∞(Q)d×d, cf. the
arguments used already for (4.17)). Thus (4.30b) is proved.
For (4.30a), one has just to modify the argument in (4.19), for the term ∇
.
P ε is not well
defined. Relying on the fact that div(κ1|∇Pε|q−2∇Pε) ∈ L2(Q)d×d, we have
lim sup
ε→0
1
2
a
R
∥∥ .P εP−1ε − .PP−1∥∥2L2(Q)d×d
≤ lim sup
ε→0
∫
Q
(
∂RRε(θε;
.
P εP
−1
ε )− ∂RRε(θ;
.
PP−1)
)
:
( .
P εP
−1
ε −
.
PP−1
)
dxdt
= lim sup
ε→0
∫
Q
∂RRε(θε;
.
P εP
−1
ε ):(
.
P ε−
.
P )P−1ε dx dt
+ lim
ε→0
∫
Q
∂RRε(θε;
.
P εP
−1
ε ):
.
P (P−1ε −P−1) dx dt
− lim
ε→0
∫
Q
∂RRε(θε;
.
PP−1):(
.
P εP
−1
ε −
.
PP−1)) dxdt
(a)
= lim
ε→0
∫
Q
∇y⊤ε ψ′E
(∇yεP−1ε ):(P−1ε )′:( .P ε− .P ) + ψ′H(Pε):( .P ε− .P ) dxdt
− lim inf
ε→0
∫
Q
div
(
κ1|∇Pε|q−2∇Pε
)
:(
.
P ε−
.
P ) dx dt
− lim
ε→0
∫
Q
∂RRε(θε;
.
PP−1):(
.
P εP
−1
ε −
.
PP−1)) dxdt
(b)
= lim
ε→0
∫
Q
∇y⊤ε ψ′E
(∇yεP−1ε ):(P−1ε )′:( .P ε− .P ) + ψ′H(Pε):( .P ε− .P )
+ div(κ1|∇Pε|q−2∇Pε):
.
P dxdt + lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω
κ1
q
|∇P0|q − κ1
q
|∇Pε(T )|q dx
≤
∫
Ω
κ1
q
|∇P0|q − κ1
q
|∇P (T )|q dx−
∫
Q
div(κ1|∇P |q−2∇P ):
.
P dxdt = 0.
In addition to the arguments analogous to (4.20)-(4.21), for equality (a) we have used the
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fact that∣∣∣∣ ∫
Q
∂RRε(θε;
.
P εP
−1
ε ):
.
P (P−1ε −P−1) dx dt
∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖∂RRε(θε;
.
P εP
−1
ε )‖L2(Q)d×d‖
.
P‖L2(Q)d×d‖P−1ε −P−1‖L∞(Q)d×d → 0. (4.32)
This follows as P−1ε → P−1 strongly in L∞(Q)d×d due to our estimates (4.8b) inherited for
Pε, as used already for (4.17). Moreover, for equality (b) we also used that
lim
ε→0
∫
Q
∂RRε
(
θε;
.
PP−1
)
:(
.
P εP
−1
ε −
.
PP−1) dxdt
= lim
ε→0
∫
Q
∂RR1,ε
(
θε;
.
PP−1
)
:(
.
P εP
−1
ε −
.
PP−1) dx dt
+ lim
ε→0
∫
Q
∂RR2
(
θε;
.
PP−1
)
:(
.
P εP
−1
ε −
.
PP−1) dx dt = 0. (4.33)
The latter follows from (4.2d,e) and the fact that θε → θ strongly in L1(Q) hence σY(θε)→
σ
Y
(θ) a.e. Indeed, we have that ∂RR1,ε(θε;
.
PP−1) converges a.e. on Q either to ∂RR(θ;
.
PP−1)
if
.
PP−1(t, x) 6= 0 or to 0 otherwise. As the sequence ∂RR1,ε(θε;
.
PP−1) is bounded in
L∞(Q)d×d, the Vitali theorem ensures that it converges strongly in Lr(Q)d×d for all r <∞.
On the other hand, ∂RR2(θε;
.
PP−1) → ∂RR2(θ;
.
PP−1) strongly in L2(Q)d×d just by the
usual continuity of the underlying Nemytski˘ı mapping. Since we have the weak convergence
.
P εP
−1
ε →
.
PP−1 in L2(Q)d×d, convergence (4.33) follows.
The passage to the limit then follows similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.2. A
little difference concerns the strong convergence of ϑε, which follows again by the Aubin-
Lions Theorem but we use here a coarser topology than in Proposition 4.2. Namely, the
convergence holds in Lp(Q) with arbitrary 1 ≤ p < 1 + 2/d, related to the estimates (4.23)
when interpolated. This change is however immaterial with respect to the limit passage in
the mechanical part (2.7a,b). Actually, some arguments are even simplified, for we do not
need to approximate the limit into the finite-dimensional subspaces as we did in (4.19). The
heat-production rate on the right-hand side of (4.4c) converges now strongly in L1(Q).
Eventually, regularity (3.2d) can be obtained from the estimates (4.14), which are uniform
in ε > 0. The energy conservation (3.4) follows directly from the energy conservation in the
mechanical part, as essentially used above while checking the strong convergences (4.30).
Indeed, one integrates (2.17) over [0, t] and sums it to the heat equation tested on the
constant 1. Note that this is amenable as the constant 1 can be put in duality with
.
ϑ, so
that the chain-rule applies.
Remark 4.5 (Boundary conditions on P ). We have assumed here the homogeneous Dirichlet
condition P = I on Σ for the sake of simplicity. One has however to mention that other
boundary conditions could be considered. In particular, this could be done if the hardening
ψ
H
were coercive on the whole plastic tensor P , otherwise only at the expense of some
additional intricacies. Indeed, a bound on Pεh could be obtained from that on
.
P εhP
−1
εh
by suitably exploiting the coercivity of the elastic energy. This would however require to
strengthen the corresponding growth assumptions.
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